The neural response to touch stimuli is influenced by skin properties as well as the delivery of stimuli. Here, we compare stimuli controlled by displacement and force, and analyze the impact on firing rates of slowly adapting type I afferents as skin thickness and elasticity change. Uniaxial compression tests were used to measure the mechanical properties of mouse hind limb skin (n=5), resulting in a range of skin thickness measurements (211.6-530.6 µm) and hyper-and visco-elastic properties (average coefficient of variation=0.27). Values were integrated to an axisymmetric finite element model using an Ogden strain energy function. This calculated the propagation of surface loads to tactile end-organ locations, where maximum compressive stress and its rate were sampled and linearly regressed to firing rate. For the observed range of skin thickness, firing response was predicted under both force and displacement control of a ramp-and-hold stimulus. Over the ramp phase of stimulation, the variance in predicted firing rate was higher under displacement than under force control (22.2 versus 4.9 Hz) with a similar trend in the sustained phase of stimulation (4.6 versus 1.3 Hz). Given that skin thickness varies significantly between specimens, for human skin perhaps even more so than for mice, the use of force control is predicted to decrease experimental variance in neurophysiological and psychophysical responses.
INTRODUCTION
Our tactile perception of spatial curves, edges, and varying stimulus magnitudes is essential to daily interactions. In mammals, these functions are supported by four classes of mechanosensitive afferents, including slowly adapting type I (SAI) afferents which innervate Merkel cell-neurite complexes [1] , [2] . Tactile perception is typically studied at one of two levels: neurophysiological recordings of action potentials from single afferents and psychophysical experiments of human perception that measure stimulus thresholds and difference discrimination [3] . To close the gap between these two levels, modeling efforts have sought to mimic skin mechanics as well as neuronal dynamics.
Spanning neurophysiological and psychophysical experiments as well as modeling efforts, the indentation of mechanical stimuli into the skin has been controlled both by displacement and force. A review of the literature reveals that psychophysical experiments generally use force control, whether considering grating orientation [4] sphere size [5] , or spatial anisotropy [6] . There are two potential reasons for this preference. First, investigations of grasp [7] indicate that people systematically control their load and grip forces during dexterous manipulation. Second, during active touch, it is much easier to control one's applied force than displacement, especially when visual cues are eliminated. By contrast, displacement control is typically used in modeling studies of skin mechanics, including continuum mechanics [8] , [9] and finite element models [10] [11] [12] . This may be due to the fact that most validate to surface deflection [13] , based on experiments that used prescribed displacements. In the case of neurophysiological studies, the modes of control have been employed about equally, with displacement [14] , [15] and force [16] , [17] used in both animal and human studies.
The impact of stimulus delivery on variability of neural and behavioral responses has not been previously considered. At the same time, we know that the skin's mechanical properties vary not only with age [18] [19] [20] , but also intuitively with size, weight, and occupation. Given such variance, we hypothesize that stimulus control by force might better equalize between-subject responses. Specifically, if skin thickness changes while elasticity remains the same, a displacement-controlled stimulus might generate much greater local stresses in thinner skin due to greater strain exerted at the skin's surface. Such understanding is relevant in the design of the next generation of tactile interfaces [21] .
This study examines, informed by compressive measurements of mouse skin and use of solid mechanics models, the predicted variation of firing rate of SAI afferents under stimulus control by IEEE World Haptics Conference 2013 14-18 April, Daejeon, Korea 978-1-4799-0088-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE both displacement and force. First, using uniaxial compression, we measured the skin's thickness and hyper-viscoelasticity for five skin samples to determine the variation in properties. Second, we built and validated a numerical model (with finite elements to represent skin and an empirically fitted equation for neural firing) for a single SAI afferent to predict firing rates. Third, we performed exploratory numerical experiments whereby the skin thickness in the model was varied over the measured range to determine its impact on predicted firing rate under both modes of control.
METHODS

Mouse Skin Measurements
Animals and dissection. All animal use was conducted according to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Columbia University. Animal preparation and dissection was performed as previously reported [14] . Five skin samples were harvested from a total of four mice (Table 1) , and numbered as #0 for model fitting and validation, #1-#4 for simulation. Once a skin specimen from the mouse hind limb was dissected, skin punches were obtained using 6-mm diameter punch (Acuderm Inc., Ft. Lauderdale, FL) at sampling sites on the hind limb as these sites contain tactile end organs.
Apparatus. A custom-built test machine was used to perform uniaxial compression tests of skin samples ( Figure 1) . Overall, the test instrumentation consisted of a vertically oriented load sled with a tip, whose position was tracked by a laser and force by a load cell. The compression tip was an aluminum plate, 3 mm thick and 2.54 cm diameter, connected by a rod to the load cell (Honeywell, Miniature Model 31, Columbus, OH) with full capacity of 2.45 N. The load cell was mounted to the motion controlled sled (motion controller: Newport, Model ESP300, Mountain View, CA; linear stage: Newport, Model ILS100). The tip compressed the skin specimens against a rigid plate parallel to the plate tip's surface. A laser displacement sensor (optoNCDT Model ILD 1402, MicroEpsilon, Raleigh, NC) measured displacement of the controlled movements, with resolution of 1 µm. Two classes of data were logged: force at the compression tip by the load cell and position from the laser sensor, both at a 1 kHz sampling frequency. A closed-loop temperature system was integrated to control the temperature of the rigid plate using BASIC Stamp microcontroller module (Parallax Inc., Rocklin, CA).
Skin Test Procedure. Maximum indentation depths were determined by manually searching for an instantaneous reaction force around 2 N, which is on the approximate order to generate a strain level of 25% similar to indentation in electrophysiological recordings [14] . The starting position of the compression tip was set to make sure that the tip was positioned above the skin surface. Skin punches were approximately 0.2-0.6 mm thick and were placed flat under the center of the tip. Displacement stimuli with a constant ramp-up speed of 1 mm/s were loaded on the samples while the reaction force was logged. Droplets of synthetic interstitial fluid (SIF) were added via eye dropper to prevent skin from drying out. Experiment temperature was set at 32 Celsius degrees to match in vivo skin temperatures. Five pre-conditioning runs were performed; force traces from the 6 th run were analyzed. Parameter fitting. The 1 st order Ogden type of strain energy function was used for instantaneous hyperelasticity [22] , whereas the quasi-linear viscoelastic model [23] with 2-term Prony series was used for viscoelasticity. Note that parameter µ 1 is fixed during fitting. The fitting is done with Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Numerical Model
Two sub-models constituted the numerical model: skin mechanics sub-model (FE model), and the neural transduction sub-model. Construction of FE model. The commercial software ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) was used for FE modeling. An axisymmetric finite element model (Figure 2 ) with hyper-and visco-elastic material properties was developed to mimic the reactions of the skin properties given indentation techniques of ramp-and-hold stimuli in both displacement and force control. The model comprised ~14,000 elements (element type CAX4RH) and three layers to match neurophysiological recordings: top layer, skin; middle layer, nylon perfusion wick; and a bottom substrate of silicone elastomer. Silicone elastomer, often Sylgard, is used in electrophysiological recordings to mimic muscle tissue, and nylon serves to improve SIF circulation [14] , [24] . Thicknesses and mechanical properties of skin were set according to measured values on samples by uniaxial compression test by a rigid cylindrical indenter tip (3.42 mm diameter and with 0.32 mm radius edge-rounded fillet, based on the one used in electrophysiological recordings), and those of Sylgard and nylon were obtained from inverse FE model fitting with indentations by a spherical indenter tip (3.5 mm diameter). The surface interaction between indenter and skin was set as frictionless. Maximum compressive stresses [8] at the center top element and the immediate element below were extracted and averaged, since the intersection of the two elements was at 15 µm below skin surface which approximates the locations of Merkel cell-neurite complexes.
Electrophysiological recording data and FE model validation. Previously published electrophysiological recordings [25] were used to compare and validate the numerical model. In the experiment, ramp-and-hold displacement stimuli were delivered to skin, with nylon and Sylgard as substrate. Ramp durations varied between 100-400 ms, and the duration of the sustained load was 5 s. Two distinct phases were identified [26] : a) dynamic ramp phase (also noted as dynamic phase), defined from t=0 s to the time when the peak force was achieved; b) sustained hold phase (also noted as static phase), defined from t=2 to 5 s. For model validation, predicted force traces were compared with those experimentally recorded.
Neural transduction sub-model fitting and validation. Absolute values of stress and stress rate (derivative of stress with respect to time) were averaged within span of dynamic and static phases individually. Then, a linear regression (Eqn. 1) was performed with independent variables as absolute values of averaged stress and stress rate, and dependent variable as average firing rate (inverse of average inter-spike intervals), respectively in dynamic and static phases. Note that there was no constant term in this regression. The regression equation is:
where denotes average firing rate, | | denotes the absolute value of average stress, | | denotes the absolute value of average stress rate, and k 1 ,k 2 are stress and stress rate coefficients to be calculated from the regression.
Exploratory Numerical Experiments
To systematically explore how changes in skin thickness might impact firing rate under both displacement and force control, we performed four additional experiments varying values for thickness as well as material properties. For each thickness of model, two stimulus types were applied: a) for displacement-controlled stimuli, the load was 0.19 mm with linear ramp over 148.89 ms; b) for force-controlled stimuli, the load was 0.2 N with linear ramp over 148.89 ms. These magnitude and rise time were set to be 1) consistent with electrophysiological recording set-up, as 0.19 mm lies in the middle between minimal absolute threshold of SAI and the saturating magnitude; 2) comparable between two stimuli types. For all model simulations, parameters of the neural transduction function were held constant.
RESULTS
Material measurements. The result of the parameter fits to the skin measurements are listed in Table 1 , as well as properties of nylon and Sylgard. The average R 2 for skin parameter fitting is 0.97. Note that the variation in skin thicknesses between #1-#4 (CV=0.36) is more pronounced than in elasticity parameter α 1 (CV=0.04).
Numerical model fit and validation. Linear regression gave values for stress coefficient k 1= 0.505 Hz/kPa, and stress rate Exploratory numerical experiments. The outputs of FE models are shown in Figure 5 . The maximum compressive stress traces from models with displacement control stimuli were significantly more variant than those from models with force control stimuli. Predicted neural outputs gave similar results, as the average firing rates with different skin thicknesses was much steadier for forcecontrolled stimuli compared with displacement control (Figure 6) . A quantitative comparison of standard deviations between two indentation methodologies is shown in Table 2 , where the variance of displacement-controlled response is ~3-5 greater than that from force-controlled stimuli.
DISCUSSION
Our modeling results indicate that force control may lead to less variation in neural responses between individuals. This is due to the biological observation, in the mouse, that between-animals the hyper-elasticity of the skin remains relatively consistent, though there are drastic differences in skin thickness. In specific, the variability in skin thickness much less impacts the predicted SAI response under control of the stimulus by force, by ~25%, as compared to control by displacement (Table 2) . Existing tactile display devices rely upon both force [21] and displacement control [8] . One of the desired characteristics of these devices is reliability of stimulus delivery independent of end-user, and therefore the results of this work argue for employing force-controlled technologies.
The time-dependent visco-elastic parameters of the mouse skin also varies significantly between-animals, as noted in Table 1 , but do not stand out as a major factor in our results, because of how we setup our dependent metrics. Our window for calculating static firing rate window is set at 2-5 seconds, as has been done by others before [26] , which is well after the point that the skin has relaxed from the beginning of the stimulus hold. The stimulus ramp, on the other hand, happens so rapidly (~100 ms) that the viscoelasticity is minimal relative to the contribution of the hyperelasticity. A further analysis might consider the impact of the visco-elastic decay over the time-frame of the beginning of the hold to about 1-2 seconds, which might correlate with the firing rate [14] .
Finally, note that the neural responses of SAI afferents vary significantly between animals [27] , and the source of such variation may come from the biological events which constitute our touch perception: the object in the environment first contacts and deforms the skin, and these spatial distributions of forces propagate through the skin to the locations of the end organs. Local stresses/strains are transduced into trains of action potentials and then carried by somastoensory afferents to the central nervous system. For SAI afferents, at least three factors impact the transfer function: a) mechanical properties of the skin which modulate the distal stimulus to stress/strain local to Merkel cells; b) transduction properties at individual Merkel cell-neurite complexes; c) branchstructured morphology of the SAI afferent, which integrates information from Merkel cell-neurite complexes. Given the many sources of natural variation in propagation of a touch stimulus to receptors, it is essential that measures are taken to minimize experimental variables. However, only the mechanical properties of the skin were analysed herein. In the future, we will confirm our modeling result with neurophysiological recordings, from the skin of animals of known difference in thickness.
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